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To develop professionals in core and allied engineering sectors .PEO1
PEO2 To promote innovation in design and research .

PEO3 To develop self-employed professionals with strong communication , team work
and leadership skills .

PEO4 To inculcate human and ethical values for the betterment of the profession and
the society .

PSO1
Apply the concept of basic and electrical

engineering fundamentals in solving

Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Problems .

PSO2
Develop and enhance innovative skills to

provide engineering solutions in the areas

pertaining to Electrical & Electronics

Engineering .

PSO3
Analyze and design Electrical & Electronics

Engineering systems .

Strive to be a Centre of Excellence in Electrical engineering and producing graduate

engineers instilled with human values and professional ethics , who will serve as a valuable

resource to the nation .

i .  To impart strong technical foundation through high-quality teaching and practical skills .

ii .  To groom the graduating engineers for Industry , Research and Higher Education .

iii . To inculcate ethical and moral values by providing a congenial environment .

| anunaad.ex.uitrgpv@gmail.com

Any suggestions for modifying above
statements are solicited.

www.uitrgpv.ac.in

https://www.uitrgpv.ac.in/index.aspx
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Swachhata Pakhwada 2020 was observed from 16th January to 31st January , 2020 . Swachhata

Pakhwada was started in April 2016 , with the objective of bringing a fortnight of intense focus

on the issues and practices of Swachhata by engaging GOI Ministries/Departments in their

jurisdictions , thereby making Swachhata "everyone 's business".

Under this directive , the Pakhwada was kick started with Hon ’ble Vice Chancellor Dr Sunil

Kumar Gupta along with other dignitaries and faculties , taking a pledge of Swachhata followed

by the plantation of saplings near the RGPV building on the 17th of January .

Keeping the Swachhata mission in mind , even the administrative staff was directed to weed out

old files , records and broken furniture .

Subsequently , on 22nd January , competitions to create awareness about Swachhata including

speech , poster designing and slogan writing were conducted which garnered active

participation from the students of the department . 28/01 saw the organization of a special drive

on water conservation including checking wastage of water and taking appropriate measures to

rectify .

S W A C H H A T A  P A K H W A D A  2 0 2 0

BY IRA DWIVEDI
3RD YEAR STUDENT
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES
A quick flashback to the events organized by the department before

the coronavirus outbreak.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 2020

The HOD Prof. Vinay Thapar

along with other faculty

members encouraged

others to address climate

change impact by

participating in mass

sapling plantation drive in

the college premises.

Promoting environmental

awareness continues to be a

crucial aspect for the

department.
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A One-Day orientation programme of National Service Scheme was organized at UIT , Rajiv

Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya (RGPV) premises on 22nd January 2020 . The training was

given to the volunteers of NSS unit of RGPV .

RGPV Vice-Chancellor Dr . Sunil Kumar Gupta , Dr . Anant K Saxena , Programme Officer of NSS ,

Barkatullah University , Professor RS Rajput , Director UIT RGPV , and Programme Officer , NSS

Rahul Singh Parihar were also prominently present on the occasion . Dr . Anant K Singh

addressing the occasion said that it is a voyage from NSS campus to community and it is

necessary to know self for the development of one ’s personality so , learning and teaching others

is the main process through which the volunteers learn by dint of practical training activities .

Continuing to live up to their motto of "Not Me But

You", the NSS unit organized a Child Protection Week

educating themselves and others about the crimes

against children as well as the laws protecting them .

Activities such as poster making , rangoli making ,

online quiz as well as an offline seminar in Betul ,

were organized to spread awareness about Child

Rights such as the POCSO Act , Child Labour Act , etc . 

Many students from the department are actively

involved in NSS , namely Anand Kushwaha, Ayush
Mamgain, Bharti Sallam, Saksham Wadekar,
Avantika Pagare  among others .

N S S  U N I T ’ S  O R I E N T A T I O N  P R O G R A M M E

BY IRA DWIVEDI
3RD YEAR STUDENT
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES
A quick flashback to the events organized by the department before

the coronavirus outbreak.

M E H F O O Z :  C H I L D  R I G H T S  W E E K  2 0 2 0

In the inaugural session , Rahul S Parihar said the

leadership capacity building is necessary for overall

development . Presently 48 Lakh volunteers are doing

work across the country in the field of education ,

environment , and service .

NSS programme officer Rahul Singh Parihar also

informed the volunteers about the objectives of NSS ,

various activities , and benefits from it . Further , he

informed about the annual calendar of different

activities . Many students of the EX department from

1st , 2nd as well as 3rd year are a part of the unit .
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M E N T A L  H Y G I E N E   

Cleaning is essential , right from the beginning of

time we have been told the importance of

hygiene , keeping your surrounding neat , cleaning

your home , clothes , cars . We even have digestive

tract cleansing products which is all fine and

important , “we don ’t want to be sick/smelly/dirty”. 

My topic “Mental Hygiene” is self explanatory yet a

lot of effort has to be made to understand the

need or the urgency of the matter . 

The junk in our minds is not

dust/chemicals/infections or anything tactile that

you can see so much as a stain on sofa . We don ’t

have lizols/colin for it . In times like today the

pressure we deal with , which of-course I am sure

each and everyone in this room would appreciate .

We all know the tedious and exhausting

preparation time , all about it , and I know people

are talking a lot about mental health . We ’ve

movies , web series , and what not , but here we

point “Its not enough”. What we don ’t understand

is the Gravity of the situation . 

Depression was the theme of WHO in 2017-18 . I ’m

not here to bore you with the current statistics ,

we have google for that . But what I ’m going to

tell you is the depression , anxiety , split

personality and our beloved OCD which I ’m sure

we all must have self diagnosed in ourselves at

some point . These are nothing just like other

disorders in our body , but the taboo that came

along . 

BY SHREYA ARORA
3RD YEAR STUDENT

You are not ashamed when your family member

have kidney stone because apparently it 's not

his/her fault , its the chemicals in the body .But

when it ’s a mental disorder suddenly there ’s soul

cleansing , temples , previous life sins . Give it a

rest , we have doctors . 

People don ’t seek help . They are ashamed ,

parents think all this as our excuse . It ’s

exhausting and half of the time people suffer

from a very terrible disorder , but they just fail to

seek help . It ’s surprising and shameful that we

live in a society that equates mental health with

a few anti-anxiety pills . 

Mental hygiene is a lifestyle , its our effort you

incorporate daily in your mind and action . 

We are on the top of the education food chain ,

doctors , lawyers , teachers , economists , MBAs .

People aspire to be here to have a stable degree

or job , but it ’s not enough . You see people

around you , there are countless example where

people have to quit their respective position for

mental peace . I ’m not here to preach you that

you need to help other . You need to help

yourself first , find your mental peace , and by this

I an in no way implying that you use this as an

excuse or a get-away for hard work , but to really

unit your body and soul and have balanced , and

healthy life .

अनुनाद  • A DEPARTMENTAL NEWSLETTER
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8th March every year is celebrated as

international women 's Day . This day is to remark

and reminds us that women hold the same

position in society as her counterpart . But then ,

I would call women foolish as they are trying to

equalize with men when they are far more

superior and always have been . The question

now is , what makes women come out and fight

for equality?

It is the social structure that has made the

mentality that women are secondary citizens

and this outrageous thought makes women ask

for empowerment .

#Meetoo movement which once upon a time

was seen as a changing era with respect to

atrocities faced by women was just an impulse

and was soon imbibed in the society . The

movement emerged out of rage and mutiny

against the harassment faced by women at

working place .

It was a voice against those who treated women

as a means to an end but not an end in

themselves . But what was the reason for such a

move when we today call ourselves so

developed and civilized? It was , of course , the

wrong principles of men , but at the same time

the casualness of women towards not just

obvious attempts but the real ones too .

The work environment today faces sexism ,

cracking sensual jokes in the mixed company

has become a trend , and then if a woman

questions she is stated as "overreacting".

The move landed in 2015 when the victims

could gather the courage and raise their voices

on a platform as widespread as social media .

The initial aim was not to get hardcore justice

but see the reaction of how the society behaves

and treats the victims ,

it was to see if the victim is heard and

supported or not . This movement was not a

success but , certainly brought changes that

cannot be overlooked .

 

Now , there are broadened conversations but ,

still stratified . There is a change of behaviour in

men , as now they will think twice before

cracking an adult joke and , change in thoughts

of women too , as of now they are more open

about the subject and would not normalize

things but react to them in a sensible manner .

But there are two major questions to deal with :

First , the anonymity of victims - The anonymity

was due to the social framework and the

interdependence of women on men . They didn 't

want to bring a bad name to family and

institution , exploitation of labour of a woman

after that was also feared . The others were quite

as they thought "why to stir-up waters?" The b-

town works on the principle that" if not a big

man opens the door , the door is never going to

open ." B- town ladies were the first to share

their miseries but most were quit thinking that

they then might be discriminated in the space

they are working or they would not be given a

suitable position .

Second , why do we speak now when we were

quiet for so long? That is probably due to the

reformation of social norms and the change of

perspective of people looking to the conduct of

women . There will be collateral damage , but

that needs to be done to change the situation .

But , if the move was so genuine then , what has

led to its failure? it is because there was no

central authority or any organized institution

which would help the victims . It was more of a

Chaos on the social platform than an organized

case against the many abuses . Moreover , the

patriarchal society has observed the voices of

victims as they couldn 't come face to face with

the wrongdoer . Also , this move became more of

a trend than a serious matter of discussion and

so , no solid proof against the abusers ultimately

let them free .

The problem has to be dealt right from the root

level so as to reach solutions . It 's when women

will manifest a sense of strength in themselves ,

they will be empowered in the real sense and

truly celebrate women 's Day .

BY SHUBHI GUPTA
4TH YEAR STUDENT
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It was our 5th semester practical exams when our

HOD Dr. Vinay Thapar sir told us that students

have to do internship of 120 hours during 5th

semester and 6th semester holidays in an

industry or under any professor of any esteemed

institution. I asked sir, could we do our internship

under you. He smiled and told he would see to it.

Although I and my mates weren't sure if he

would really conduct an internship but soon the

good news came. He asked students who would

sincerely like to work under him must form a

group and discuss with him. I had filled the

internship form for BHEL but then I kept it aside

and went with the other interested students to

sir.

After finally deciding the schedule and type of

work, our internship began from 2nd of

December, 2019 in our very own department's

Electrical Machines Lab. We were initially a group

of 5-6 students, but later few more joined us after

watching my stories on WhatsApp and the

practical work we were doing and soon we

became a batch of 11. College buses were plying

so there were no issues in travelling toohe

internship began with experiments on

Transformer. First we performed the experiments

that were already taught by Thapar sir during

machine practical of 4th and 5th semester. But

this time we were more on our own to read and

do the setup. We brushed up our knowledge and

began the connections made some minor

mistakes although they weren't minor from

electrical point of view. After connections we

went to sir and asked sir to verify. If there was any

mistake the whole group was scolded and asked

to find out the error. Actually while doing

experiments some did connections, while some

supervised and some were just observing and

assisting in bringing equipment.

Likewise days passed and our confidence

boosted. 

We enjoyed the moment when sir used to say,

connection is wrong and we all searched for the

mistake. Then we performed some new

experiments. Sir gave us small briefings and then

we did the connections, got it checked and

performed it. At some moments we used to talk

with Thapar sir and collected his experience

about his school, college life, talking related to

career or social issues. We used to have fun after

performing each experiments. And sometimes we

felt like scientists. We shared lunch and roam in

the campus during the break. Overall it was a

wonderful experience. I really appreciate that sir

used to take out time and frequently visited lab

and then again to his cabin and guiding us in all

possible ways. We are also thankful to Omprakash

sir who helped us in opening machines and guide

us about the possible faults in equipments. And

sometimes other faculties also visited and

encouraged us. It was vacation and only we used

to come college daily with excitement. We also

had good time with Puna bhaiya.

And really even after spending 5 to 6 hours in

college and lab we never felt that the day was too

long, well because we enjoyed every moment and

it was really worth doing an internship under Dr.

Vinay Thapar sir in machine lab. We got practical

understanding of theory, team work spirit and

valuable work experience. And this internship

would be one of the memorable moments of

college days.

BY PRATEEK SENAPATI
4TH YEAR STUDENT

अनुनाद  • A DEPARTMENTAL NEWSLETTER
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ब�चे नया जहान चाहते ह�,
यानी ये अब अलग मकान चाहते ह�,

 
अभी बस कागज़ के फूल को पढा ह ैइ�ह�ने,

और ये खुद का बागान चाहते ह�,
 

ब�ती जला कर भी मन नही भरा ह,ै
कुछ लोग ह� जो राख भी ल�-लुहान चाहते ह�,

 
द�न कर चुके ह� कई घर आंगन को,

अब उ�ही से अपनी बेगुनाही का बयान चाहते ह�,
 

न�द नह� आती मखमल के ग�� म�,
अमीर पैकर* भी गर�बी क� थकान चाहते ह�,

 
ईमानदार� बोई,ब�त बोई औलाद� म�,

हसँी आई क� ये उनका सफर आसान चाहते ह�,
 

हमार� मुि�कल� पे रोशनी कोई �यंू ही डालेगा,
अखबार भी तड़कती-भड़कती दा�तान चाहते ह�,

 
लोग लहज़े से �करदार परखते ह�,

�फर कमाल ह ै�द�लगी के �लए इंसान चाहते ह�l

चाहते ह�चाहते ह�

अनुनाद  • A DEPARTMENTAL NEWSLETTER

स�यम् �म�
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*पैकर- शरीर 
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A chase through the life,

For peace in the hive 

Losing on the composure of now, 

Clinging on to things that grieve

Longing for a Buggati or a ring,

For a person or a thing

To deal for happiness that lasts till eternity, 

sacrificing the love in present serenity 

aren't you puzzled by the maze 

nature puts you through,

For in vain efforts in the virtual reality

Still holding so tightly what comes and goes, 

missing out those who really shows

So value the things that are close, 

But u realize it only when u lose 

why chasing the palace at infinity, 

when u know the present is reality 

So make the best of this time, 

keeping symphony with one's who are boon

your chase is the joy of now, 

So wake up before its noon.

THE CHASETHE CHASE
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HARSH SINGH
4TH YEAR STUDENT4TH YEAR STUDENT
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Or you still think you have

time to spare .

This mind itself is a trap ,

Baiting us with attractive &

pleasurable things ,

And when you separate .

yourself from mind & body ,

You develop the wisdom wings .

Rise above this unconsciousness ,

Let nothing to stagnant & stay ,

Where you walk alone freely

to find yourself and seek

truth 's way .

You arise , you awake , and

become unstoppable ,

You are ready to rise and shine .

You create yourself & world slowly changes ,

Because as you are in this

Universe ,

Likewise the Universelied

within you the wholetime .

THETHE
  UNSEEN UNIVERSEUNSEEN UNIVERSE

WITHINWITHIN

What is that thing smothering you ,

Or what 's that consuming your mind ,

What is that makes you too energetic ,

And sometimes ,feel as low as

you 're dying .

ls it things that cling upon you ,

Or people you love & care ,

Maybe it 's absence of priority ,
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PRATEEK SENAPATI
4TH YEAR STUDENT4TH YEAR STUDENT
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With the growing uncertainty, several questions

have been haunting students, aspirants,

teachers as well as educational organizations.

How applied sciences and practical

engineering subjects will be taught virtually?

What authenticity do online internships hold as

far as job applications are concerned? Will

engineers get jobs after the pandemic ends?

To date, the problems following the outbreak,

have significantly affected millions of migrant

employees in India and has led to over 120

million people getting laid off or suffering salary

cuts. Employment opportunities for the youth

have been severely challenged due to the

pandemic and youngsters in the 15-24 age

group will be hit harder than adults. Around 6.1

million youth in that age group are estimated

to lose their jobs in 2020 if India takes six

months ending September to contain the

COVID-19 pandemic.

Unable to afford accommodation or food,

thousands of these workers travel hundreds of

miles in the hinterland with mass transit shut

down. Many companies such as Meesho, 1mg,

OYO, Zest Money, Zomato, Swiggy and Fab

Hotels have laid off employees. In contrast,

others such as Droom and bookmyshow have

made cuts even after the government

instructions.

IT SECTOR: The next few months will likely see

the fall of more than 1.5 lakhs in India‘s

numerous IT companies. It is weak because it

relies on exports to the western markets. Thus

far, more than 490 IT workers have left their

jobs in Bengaluru and West Bengal

.

STARTUPS: Many startup stories and venture

capitalists asked the government to give them

a “robust assistance program” to help combat

the severe effects of the Covid-19 market.

THE CHANGING FACE OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE
POST-COVID-19 WORLD 

AVIATION: On 15 April, the International Air

Transport Organization, a multinational airline

organization, stated that over 20 lakh

employment in India’s aviation industry is at stake. 

In India’s HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM SECTOR,

COVID-19 is facing a possible job loss of around 38

million, 70% of all workforce.

EXPORTS: In March, India’s exports of goods

decreased by 34.6% and imports decreased by

28.7%, with countries sealing their boundaries in

the fight against the virus. The COVID 19 industry

market, which is heavily reliant on exports,

includes gearing, diamonds, engineering, etc

which could lead us to the loss of employment in

India.

Coming back to jobs in engineering, more

specifically electrical engineering, it is being said

that if healthcare workers are on the front line of

the pandemic, engineers may be on the second.

With so many sequestered at home during this

pandemic, scores of employees, including

electrical engineers (EEs), must still perform

essential duties.

Experts believe the engineering profession won’t

be exempt from COVID-19 job fallout, but the

effects will be temporary.

That growth comes in part because of new uses

for artificial intelligence, robotics, additive

manufacturing, virtual reality, and other

technologies that will be incorporated into

engineered products such as medical devices and

to the increased production of computer and

electronic products, transportation equipment,

and machinery.

DRAFTED BY RUPALI SAHU
3RD YEAR STUDENT

अनुनाद  • A DEPARTMENTAL NEWSLETTER
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Jobs are highlighted most prominently in two

industries: healthcare and communications. Here’s

how these workers have been faring through the

lockdown:

HEALTHCARE: During the COVID-19 pandemic,

engineers have been critical to keeping industries

up and running behind the scenes. The COVID-19

narrative tells an ongoing tale of shortages,

especially involving lifesaving equipment. In these

instances, ventilators have become indispensable.

Even beyond these essential EEs in the healthcare

sphere, some major companies have asked their

electrical engineers to turn their sights to medical

device production. 

Tesla has even repurposed their factory parts for

ventilator production. Engineers—both mechanical

and electrical—will convert infotainment

computers and touchscreens into functional

monitoring tools.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS & IT: Electrical engineers

form the backbones of these industries—

maintaining base station equipment and other

network hardware.

Manufacturers and supply chain vendors that

provide hardware and software support services,

Engineers in telecom research and development,

Specialists on certain IT equipment (involving

microelectronics), Specialists on HVAC and

electrical equipment for critical infrastructure,

Engineers working in test labs that certify such

equipment (microelectronics, optoelectronics, and

semiconductors), including data centers all had

been operational during these times and will be

essential in coming times.

Manufacturers and supply chain vendors that

provide hardware and software support services,

Engineers in telecom research and development,

Specialists on certain IT equipment (involving

microelectronics), Specialists on HVAC and

electrical equipment for critical infrastructure,

Engineers working in test labs that certify such

equipment (microelectronics, optoelectronics, and

semiconductors), including data centers all had

been operational during these times and will be

essential in coming times

DATA SCIENCE: For data center operations, there

will be scope for EEs, data transfer solutions

engineers, and database hardware engineers.

Phone network engineers are particularly crucial

as network traffic spikes. Electrical engineers will

lead the charge as broadband providers

modernize. 

Unlike many industries that are economically

hard-hit by the coronavirus, it seems that EEs are

finding steady work.

Electrical engineers might not share the limelight

with other essential workers, but they are and

continue to perform critical duties throughout the

COVID-19 pandemic. Given EE's participation in

quelling the effects of the outbreak so far, it seems

their innovations will be just as essential in the

weeks and months to come. 

Experts advise workers with occupational safety to

adapt to change, and those who have lost jobs to

take advantage of the opportunity through free

job alert. Don’t lose heart when things look

terrible now, but explore your options and find a

way to improve your prospects.  
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DIYA SHRIVASTAVA
SHUBHI GUPTA
SWAROOPA NANDI
ABHISHEK MEWADE

CONTENT 
EDITING

SHUBHI GUPTA
VIDHI SINGH

CONTENT
COLLECTION
& DRAFTING

ANUPRIYA SHUKLA
AYUSH MAMGAIN
IRA DWIVEDI
ARYA AGRAWAL
UTKARSH DUBEY
MAYANK TRIPATHI

DESIGN

ABHISHEK MEWADE
AYUSH MAMGAIN
IRA DWIVEDI
LOKESH WASANKER
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THE  CREATIVE  MINDS  BEHIND  अ नु ना द !
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